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              Vaccine Storage and the NCE

              October 28, 2015
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              I have a lot of followup to do from the NCE, wow.  Overwhelming.



I need to start with vaccine storage.  PCC's own Graham Barden and Robin Warner did amazing work in the AAP's vaccine fridge booth, showing off the vital commercial level products.  How can you spend $2-3K on a fridge for your house to hold $300-400 worth of food, but only spend 1/2 that to hold $50-100K of vaccines?  There are other compelling reasons to have a proper fridge - from saved time to saved money to safer temperatures - just do it.

In addition to showing off the various models (including this vision of the future), they have prepared some great material that I share with you here to make it easy to find!

First, two helpful AAP links:

	
Storage and Handling Series Refrigerators, Freezers, and Vaccine Storage


	
Vaccine Storage and Handling Guidance




Both of these links are filled with great information and resources about storing your vaccines.

I also offer these amazing documents, care of Dr. Barden himself.

	Are You Silently FREEZING Your Vaccines?
 Upgrading To SAFE Vaccine Storage in Outpatient Pediatric Offices –
 Personal Confessions of a Refrigerator Geek!
 This is gold!  Please read this!  It's about a lot more than freezing vaccines.
	Comparison of the temperature variance between top and middle shelves.
	How to calculate the amount of linear storage you need in your fridge.


I'll be back with more NCE-inspired info.
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                  The Pediatric Lounge

                  Available on iTunes
	
                  Ep #88: Strategies Needed to Thrive in Private Practice with Chip Hart

                  Available on iTunes
	
                  EntreMD and the Inspirational Dr. Una
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                  The Podcast Just Got Busy Again

                  Available on iTunes
	
                  Chipsblog Podcast Episode 4: 5 Pediatric EHR Challenges
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      Chip's Next Appearance

      	
            
              11/10/23

            
            Pediatric CEO Intensive

            
              Do you own your practice or does your practice own you?
You own and run a super busy pediatric practice but you know you haven’t reached your maximum potential. You know you need to invest in yourself so you can continue to grow your practice and as a professional. You own a multimillion dollar business, after all.

Enter Pediatric CEO Intensive.

We’ve done the work for you to bring all the best business minds together at this first-of-its-kind event to help you level up your frame of mind. Instead of spending tens of thousands of dollars and countless hours chasing down the solutions, we’ve assembled exactly what you need in one perfect weekend…
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              05/10/23

            
            Children's Community Physicians Association Annual Meeting

            
              Off to Chicago to have a blast with Heidi from PedsOne and that goofball I used to do a podcast with, Brandon Betancourt.
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              05/23/23

            
            AL AAP 2023 Spring Meeting & Fall Pediatric Update

            
              Alabama Chapter-AAP members and other pediatric healthcare providers, join the Chapter for its signature event, the Spring Meeting & Pediatric Update!  In 2023, we are delighted to host pediatricians from throughout the state and region once again at The Lodge at Gulf State Park in Gulf Shores, AL, this time on Memorial Day weekend! 
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              04/17/23

            
            FCAAP Forum Series

            
              The 2023 series will offer four focus areas over the course of the year: Practice Culture, Immunizations, Professional Development, and Advocacy. Speakers for the series include Dr. Brandon Chatani, Dr. Sandy Chung, Dr. Nola Ernest, Dr. Shannon Fox-Levine, Mr. Chip Hart, Dr. Akshata Hopkins, Dr. Joanna Perdomo, Dr. Toni Richards-Rowley, Mr. Tim Rushford, Dr. Katie Schafer, Dr. Robin Warner, Dr. Melinda Williams-Willingham, and Dr. Mariam Zeini.
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              09/01/23

            
            The Future of Pediatric Practice 2023

            
              The Future of Pediatric Practice (FPP) is the annual conference of the Florida Chapter of American Academy of Pediatrics. Hosted over Labor Day weekend each year, the conference attracts pediatric health care professionals from around the state of Florida and across the country.   This will be my 10th year presenting!
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              10/20/23

            
            AAP National Conference

            
              Mark your calendars for the 2023 AAP National Conference & Exhibition, October 20-24, in Washington, DC. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to connect with colleagues, engage in thought-provoking education sessions, and visit the world’s largest pediatric exhibit hall.

I'll have 2 or 3 presentations, including what should be another fascinating Section H lineup about insurance negotiation.
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      PCC provides tools and services to help pediatricians remain independent and in control of their practices.

PCC itself is a fiercely independent business. As a Benefit Corporation, it puts the interests of its clients, community, and employees on an equal footing with those of its shareholders.
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      Sharing with you the deep dedication of pediatric care, as told by independent pediatricians living and practicing in a variety of different locations and with different perspectives.

PCC created this publication to start telling the stories of friends we’ve made in our 30 years of working with independent pediatric practices.
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